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Abstract

Both AI-planning and aerial robotics have seen a surge in ap-
plications in the real-world, which requires removing text-
book assumptions on idealized environments. This in turn
necessitates a simulation framework that sufficiently sup-
ports these applications in terms of realism and deployabil-
ity. We present REAP (Real-world environment for aerial
AI-planning), a framework that integrates state-of-the-art
AI-planning tools and open-access real-world data into a
modular system. It allows for AI-planning with discretized
geo-referenced data, including validation with realistic con-
trol algorithms and visualization utilizing 3D map data.
The framework is easily extensible since it seamlessly con-
nects to the ROS2 ecosystem and all of its components
are open source. A system demonstration can be found at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QtMjnMD5zzE

Motivation
Simulators are important for validating and debugging plan-
ning methods. However, existing simulators for AI-planning
use highly abstracted environments, which deter their use for
real-world applications (De Pellegrin and Petrick 2022; An-
dreasen et al. 2022). Meanwhile, more realistic frameworks
such as (Ma, Zhou, and Li 2020) are mostly based on hand-
built models, requiring a lot of effort to reconstruct reality,
and do not provide an interface for automated planners. To
bridge this gap, we present the simulation framework REAP
(Real-world environment for aerial AI-planning) that lever-
ages state-of-the-art libraries and uses real-world data to
construct a simulation environment (see Figure 1), while still
providing a realistic approximation of flight physics. The ad-
vantages of our proposed system are multifold. Firstly, it
is highly modular with clearly defined interfaces, making
it easy to interchange individual components. Furthermore,
we use only open source components so that the system is
reproducible and extendable. This also enables easy deploy-
ment on real hardware. Lastly, our framework leverages real-
world data from Geographic Information Systems (GIS), fa-
cilitating the use of AI-planning for real-world applications.
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Figure 1: Imported LIDAR environment in UE 4.

REAP System Description
REAP1 is an end-to-end planning and simulation frame-
work that enables visualization and validation of plans for
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) in a realistic 3D envi-
ronment. As depicted in Figure 2, REAP consists of two
subsystems, one for validation and visualization, the other
for AI-planning. Communication between both subsystems
is handled by the ROS2 (Macenski et al. 2022) action client-
server model.

The core of the AI-planning subsystem is PlanSys2
(Martı́n et al. 2021) which provides a module for translating
plans (i.e. sequences of actions) into ROS2 messages. Plan-
Sys2 integrates the UPF4ROS2-plugin2 for generating plans
using the Unified Planning Framework (UPF) (Micheli et al.
2022), through which many state-of-the-art automated plan-
ners are made available. Real-world GIS data in shapefile
format are parsed and abstracted using the GeoPandas li-
brary3 as geo-referenced polygons in an automated manner.
These are subsequently encoded using the Planning Domain
Definition Language (PDDL) into planning problems to be
solved by planners of the UPF. In REAP, we use geospatial
vector data in shapefile format that describe the land use of
an area. The geo-referenced polygons are labelled according
to land use (e.g. “urban areas”, “woods”, “waters”). Based
on these defined labels, a flight mission can be automati-

1https://github.com/UniBwM-IFS-AILab/REAP
2https://github.com/PlanSys2/UPF4ROS2
3https://geopandas.org/en/stable/index.html
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Figure 2: Overview of the REAP system architecture.

cally generated (e.g., “Explore all ’woods’ in an area”) or
the UAV’s exploration mode (e.g., altitude) can be dynami-
cally adapted to the area it is exploring.

The core component of the validation and visualization
subsystem is Unreal Engine 4 (UE 4)4 which integrates
the Airsim plugin (Shah et al. 2017). AirSim is an open-
source simulation platform for autonomous vehicles. The
simulated UAV is directly controlled by a flight control soft-
ware (e.g. PX4 or ArduPilot). This software can also be de-
ployed on an onboard micro-controller, enabling therefore
the transfer of software-validated plans to real flights. The
flight control software in our framework receives commands
via a ROS2 action server, which translates the symbolic ar-
guments received from the ROS2 action client of the AI-
planning subsystem into the corresponding continuous con-
trol commands. The geodetic utils library5 is used to trans-
form coordinates in WGS84 into the local NED reference
frame used by the flight control software. To create a re-
alistic simulation, the 3D environment in which the UAV
navigates is automatically generated from imported geo-
referenced LIDAR files. Figure 1 shows a view of such an
imported LIDAR file in UE 4. To further increase the resolu-
tion of single objects, user-defined 3D meshes (e.g. created
with photogrammetry) can be imported as well. In addition,
a remote control API for the UE 4 and the AirSim API al-
low for the dynamic manipulation of the simulation environ-
ment. This can be used to test the calculated plan in the pres-
ence of unforeseen events. For example, new objects can be
spawned in the engine or properties (like wind or weather)
can be modified. Finally, manual control of the UAV via a
graphical user interface is also possible. This is achieved by
connecting software like QGroundControl to the simulation.

The shape and LIDAR files used in our demonstration
were made available as open-access data by the State of
Bavaria6. However, there are many other sources that pub-
lish such open-access data.

4https://www.unrealengine.com
5https://github.com/ethz-asl/geodetic utils
6https://geodaten.bayern.de/opengeodata/index.html

Future Work
As the validation and visualization subsystem of the frame-
work already supports the simulation of multiple concurrent
UAVs, we plan to include this in the REAP-framework for
multi-agent planning. Furthermore, we plan to support the
dynamic replanning of broken plans in our framework.
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